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Information Emergency management

Prevention Rules

The headquarter  has adopted an INTERNAL
EMERGENCY PLAN that identifies:
- The parties operationally involved
- The technical means provided and available
- The organisational intervention procedures

Reception  (int.) -  (out.)101 051-6050312

Engines Engineering  has rapid intervention teams
that handle emergencies (fire, first aid, evacuation).

In case of emergency, call immediately the following 
number:

We invite you to observe the 
following safety measures:

What to do in case of
emergency

- Inspect the hallways, the exits and the stairs
i n  o r d e r  t o  b e  a w a r e  o f  y o u r
surroundings (also by examining the layouts
you can find in the various buildings);

1.Keep calm and follow the directions given
by the emergency personnel; don't do
anything that could compromise your and
other people's safety.

- Pay attention to security as you carry
out your activities;

2. In case of acoustic and optical alarms
activation, go outside the building to the
emergency assembly point indicated by the
emergency personnel and wait for further
information.

- Be tidy and clean;

3. Do not use the elevators but take the stairs.

- Do not overload the electrical sockets;

4. Do not hang out in the escape routes and the
emergency exits; do not  obstruct access to
the fire-fighting equipment.

- It's forbidden to introduce spray cans or
flammable liquids without authorization.

5. Respect the safety signs.

6. The evacuation of the building is signalled
by acoustic sirens. In such case, follow the
instructions of your company's referent or,
if you are alone, follow the emergency signs
(white on green icons) to the assembly point.
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Building description and 
work activities

Safety signs and
symbols 

We count on your 
cooperation 

during your stay 
in the company:

The safety signs and symbols
you can find are listed below:

Portable fire extinguisher

Smoking is strictly prohibited,
except in designated area(s).

Follow proper waste sorting,
using the waste bins at designated
points.

Do not touch machinery or
equipment, even when they're
not in use.

Video and photography in and
around our site is strictly
prohibited. Do not use any
electronic device that can record
sounds, take pictures  and/or
make videos.

Fire alarm button

Electrical power shut-off

Emergency assembly point

Emergency evacuation route

Engines Engineering is specialized in styling,
cad engineering, prototyping and validation
applied to the body, frame and engine for
bikes, scooters, mopeds and small two-three
wheels vehicles.

The company headquarters is built in a
trapezoidal form that develops around a
central courtyard.

The various parts of the building are
connected with each other.

The building is divided into different zones,
each of which comprises three above-grade
storeys.
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